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Abstract:
The aim of the paper is to compare selected work activities of the school directors in comparison of the results of the international survey Talis 2018 and to reflect these activities of the authors’ survey results by students of the study program School Management at the Faculty of Education, Charles University in Prague. The goal of the paper is to define and discuss some part of job analyses of school directors by educational management students in terms of their theoretical knowledge, practical skills, management and human resources management development potential. From the perspective of future management of the students, authors’ research results support the assumption that educational management students gained experience by this professional praxis in the time of study. The results show the agreement and differences between the results of the international survey and the reality in schools from the point of view of students who have completed these practices. Research question is What are the main work activities aimed at school management and how the opinions from the survey on them are different.
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1 Introduction

Unlike companies that often have different managers for each area (Chief Financial Officer, Chief Technical Officer, Production Manager, HR Director, Chief Operating Officer, etc.), the school director is often alone and has to deal with many unexpected situations. The school director performs functions as a teacher, employer, economist, lawyer, psychologist, human resources officer and is responsible for the smooth running of the school, which consists mainly in ensuring the teaching and education in terms of personnel and content. They must manage and lead people, communicate, decide on the use of funds, seek additional financial resources, evaluate and reward employees and, last but not least, carry out direct educational activities.

The director of each school, its development and the quality of its pupils’ performance is the school director as the statutory representative of the organization. In Czech Republic the position of director of the school – primary and secondary school - is school director. In others countries in Europe there are using to name of position as director of school, headmaster or head teacher. It depends of responsibilities in this position. In Czech Republic the responsibilities of school director are ones of largest in this position in the world. Many school directors in Czech Republic are women, mainly lead primary and secondary schools. His/her role is often underestimated, although the consequences of his decision-making affect every day a wide range of educational and training activities and other activities, which he often did not even know at the time of the appointment decree.

The school director is not a typical representative of the teaching profession, especially in terms of the extent of direct teaching activity and the nature or structure of the work he holds in addition to his own teaching. They must be able to manage the school and take responsibility for developing school development strategies. The school director must be comprehensively educated in many areas with overlapping disciplines, be an expert in school management and quality management with the ability to reflect external influences on education.

Any legal regulation in the Czech Republic knows the concept of the school director’s job, and therefore his work activities cannot be precisely defined. Due to the nature of the function of the school director, it is not possible to precisely specify all the work activities the school director carries out during the school year, nor can it be divided into precisely defined periods of time. He solves some problems by himself, others delegate, advises colleagues to the director, founder, but he is responsible for the final decision.

The prerequisites for the performance of the activities of the school director are set out in Czech Republic in Act No. 563/2004 Coll., On Educational Staff and on Amendments to Certain Acts, as amended. In addition to fulfilling the prerequisites for teaching staff (legal capacity, professional qualifications for direct teaching, integrity, medical fitness and knowledge of the Czech language), in accordance with Section 5 (2), the school may be established by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports, a region, municipality or voluntary association of municipalities whose tasks include tasks in the field of education, only those who, in addition to the prerequisites referred to in paragraph 1, have at least two years from the date on which they started to work as a school head for directors in the framework of further education of pedagogical staff pursuant to § 24 par. and). Pursuant to Section 5 (3) of this Act, the obligation to study for a school director established by the Ministry, a region, a
municipality and a union of municipalities does not apply to the school director who has acquired a degree in education management from an accredited program of school management or education. Lifelong learning by a school focused on the organization and management of education.

In theory of job description there is job analysis and job description that describe all the components of any work, including school management. In job description are analyses all part of job activities and responsibilities of each position as knowledge of activities on the job and personality type, announcement of admission – requirements, incorporation worker and adaptation, workers compensation as salary, wages, benefits; the development process as staff training, skills training, planning and implementation of career, motivation and stimulation and some parts of working environment. As main part in job description are:

- work task (goal and result of work),
- the extent of obligations,
- responsibility,
- content of the work - the number, type of tasks,
- autonomy work,
- place an individual in an organization,
- the organizational structure.

In the job description we usually describe main questions on job:

- Who performs the work, job title, job function?
- What work requires it, its nature, nature of the tasks, structure?
- What are permanent and regular duty in job function?
- What is main part of responsibility?
- How the work is done?
- Why are the tasks and duties performed as they are?
- When the tasks and duties perform?
- Where are performed-site, workplace?
- What is the relative position of the different tasks and responsibilities?
- Who is the person in charge?
- What is the relationship of the job to other jobs?
- What are performance standards?
- There is a possibility of training at work?
- What are the usual working conditions? (Koubek, 2015)

In Czech schools, staffing activities enable the director to provide enough capable and motivated staff to achieve the school's strategic goals. The school needs an optimal system of selecting, evaluating, remunerating and educating staff to perform the agreed work and achieve the desired performance. The basis of the personnel activities system is:

- Staff selection - the school provides competent and motivated staff to achieve the desired goals.
- Staff assessment - the school assesses the actual performance of staff for effective management, fair remuneration and continuous education.
- Remuneration of employees - the school fairly appreciates the real performance of employees and stimulates them to work more efficiently.
• Education - the school consistently creates, deepens and expands the abilities (knowledge, skills, behavior) of employees to achieve the required performance. (Šikýř, Borovec, Lhotková, 2012)

In Czech schools are described mainly competences/resp. part of job description of management staff in education who include the following areas:

• Leadership (strategic thinking) - creating and fulfilling the vision, setting priorities, presenting and promoting the school, motivating employees.
• Managerial (development of organization) - determination of strategy, personnel activities, provision of resources, running of the system.
• Professional (in terms of function) - knowledge of legal and economic regulations, knowledge of the school context, communication skills, language skills.
• Personality - time management, self-development, self-reflection, decision-making, work with stress.
• Social - team building, problem and conflict resolution, resistance management, cooperation with partners, acceptance of conditions.
• Management and evaluation of the educational process - curriculum planning and creation, process evaluation, implementation of new knowledge into the educational process, use of feedback for process improvement. (Lhotková, Trojan, Kitzberger, 2012)

The role of a school directors in Czech Republic is often underestimated, although the implications of his/her decision-making influence a wide range of educational activities on a daily basis. In the context of a rapidly evolving and changing society, there is demand for demonstrable use of learning outcomes in practice. There was great interest in educational leadership in the early 21st century because of the widespread belief that the quality of leadership makes a significant difference to school and student outcomes (Lorencová, 2017).

In the Czech Republic as well as abroad, emphasis is on the professional preparation of school directors, their lifelong learning and the development and cultivation of their competences. (Šafránková, Šikýř, 2018). Schools are open systems, which is why they include much heavier duties for school managers; it can be concluded that school managers, the head teacher and his deputies have to cope with many different problems and even crises. (Dos, Sagir, Cetin, 2015). Considering that some university-based school director preparation programmes may not be properly training school directors for leadership roles, "grow your own" leadership development programmes have become more popular across the US (Tingle, Corrales, Peters, 2017).

The education of school directors and other senior staff in schools must necessarily reflect the ongoing changes in the education sector and society as a whole (Lapina, & Šuken, 2018). The school directors must be comprehensively educated in many areas with sectoral overlaps, be an expert in school management, and manage the quality of teaching with the ability to reflect on external influences on education. However, since there is no obligation for prior systematic training in the field of school management, leadership, law or economics, the system has long been in the position of experienced and certified teachers who are, however, not ready for the school director's job. The image of a democratic school director with a participative leadership style is more effective, people work with pleasure, fulfill more tasks, are motivated to perform their work, they feel respected, appreciated and have high self-esteem,
which can only benefit the school organization and the educational act (Iurea, 2017, Bolam, 2014).

The quality of school directors is one of the key factors that significantly influence the quality of teaching and learning at all levels of the education system. It is important to optimize the training of school directors, resp. leaders and to identify the importance of each of the school director’s job analysis profile items and the needs and requirements of management based on their day-to-day practice. School management leadership competence who is part of job description of this position is divided into four spheres - strategy development, pedagogical process management, school development and management as an institution, human resource management and development. Particular attention should be paid to vocational education and training to improve and develop appropriate key competences to characterize a good school director (Bitter, Hašková, & Pisoňová, 2014).

2 Goal and Method

The aim of the paper is to compare selected work activities of the school directors in comparison of the results of Czech documents of Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports Czech Republic and the international survey Talis 2018 and to reflect these activities of the authors’ survey results by students of the study program School Management at the Faculty of Education, Charles University in Prague. The goal of the paper is to define and discuss some part of job analyses of school directors by educational management students in terms of their theoretical knowledge, practical skills, management and human resources management development potential. From the perspective of future management of the students, authors’ research results support the assumption that educational management students gained experience by this professional praxis in the time of study. The results show the agreement and differences between the results of the international survey and the reality in schools from the point of view of students who have completed these practices. Research question is “What are the main work activities aimed at school management and how the opinions from the survey on them are different?”

Methodology for analyses of professional practice is based on 30 semi structured interviews on students managerial practice reflection and results of five questions from quantitative research by using questionnaire with 15 questions with Likert scale, 15 open questions and 10 identification of respondents. The survey was realised at the end of the winter semester of the academic year of 2018/2019, a research survey was conducted among 90 students of the 1st - 2nd year of the School Management program (47 + 43) aimed at evaluating managerial practices. After completing the practice in the given semester, the students completed their assessment focused on the content, organization and lecturing skills of the school director where the practice took place, and at the end they made a self-reflection.

3 Results and Discussion

The school director is a leading pedagogue whose work activities are diverse in practice and cover many areas (managerial, educational, psychological, legal, economic, human resources, etc.), which are governed in particular by the legal regulations he should be familiar with. The only measurable information in the school director is the performance of the direct teaching activity, ie the work of the teacher. The content of this work is defined in the catalogue of works (Government Regulation No. 222/2010 Coll., On the catalogue of works in
public services and administration, as amended), according to which directors are assigned to the 12th or 13th grade.

Work activities of school director include:

- comprehensive educational and educational activities related to the creation and continuous updating of pedagogical documentation and individual educational plans,
- development of concepts for the development of fields of education,
- comprehensive educational activities in the system of further education of pedagogical staff associated with the creation of educational programs accredited in the system of further education of pedagogical staff and their evaluation,
- development of a concept for the development of school educational programs,
- specialized methodological activities in the field of pedagogy and psychology,
- creation and coordination of international projects focused on education and training.

The weekly scope of direct pedagogical activity in the Czech Republic is determined by the school director by Government Regulation No. 75/2005 Coll. from the number of classes, departments, study groups, courses, educational groups, or children, pupils or students at school. There is an inverse proportion, the more of them, the less direct pedagogical activities the school director performs.

Other work activities that are set by the Education Act include:

- making decisions on all matters relating to the provision of education and school services,
- responsibility for ensuring that schools and school facilities provide education and school services in accordance with the Education Act and educational programs,
- responsibility for the professional and educational level of education and school services,
- creation of conditions for the performance of inspection activities of the Czech School Inspectorate and adoption of subsequent measures,
- creating conditions for further education of pedagogical staff and for the work of the school board,
- ensuring that underage pupils and students and legal guardians of underage children and pupils are informed in a timely manner about the progress and outcomes of education of the child, pupil or student;
- ensuring co-operation in the implementation of the educational outcomes' programs announced by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports;
- responsibility for ensuring supervision of children and minors in school and school facilities.

Furthermore, the school director establishes the pedagogical council as its advisory body, discussing with it all essential pedagogical documents and measures concerning the school's
educational activities. In its decision-making, the school director takes into account the opinions of the pedagogical board. The pedagogical council is formed by all pedagogical staff of the school.

The school director and school facility established by the state, region, municipality or association of municipalities determines the organization and conditions of operation of the school and school facility and is responsible for using state budget funds in accordance with the purpose for which they were allocated.

The director of the school and school facility of all founders decides on the rights and obligations in the area of the state administration in the cases specified in the Education Act.

The International Teaching and Learning Survey TALIS 2018 (Teaching and Learning International Survey) is an international survey that provides teachers and principals with the opportunity to contribute to the analysis of education and educational policy. It is conducted under the leadership of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD).

The TALIS survey focuses, among other things, on the management of schools, where it determines the representation of other persons in the school management who are involved in its management or development. Is part of them:

- Deputy Director,
- Chief Economist,
- Representatives for the education of a particular field (eg for certain subjects or levels of education),
- Teachers,
- School board,
- Legal guardians,
- Pupils.

Furthermore, TALIS examines the work activities of school directors, including:

- appointing or hiring teachers,
- temporary or permanent dismissal of teachers from employment,
- determining the starting salaries of teachers, including the salary assessment,
- deciding to increase teachers’ salaries,
- deciding on the use of funds from the budget within the school,
- establishing principles for assessing pupil behaviour and disciplinary measures,
- establishing principles for pupil assessment, including national or regional assessment,
- deciding on the admission of pupils to school,
- choice of teaching materials,
- determining the content of a subject or seminar, including school education programs and framework education programs,
- deciding on the offer of courses and seminars.

When comparing the work activities of the school director determined by the legislation of the Czech Republic and the content of the questionnaire in the framework of the international survey TALIS 2018, it is clear that it is possible to compare internationally and even the school
year. The main indicator is the size of the school, because the smaller the school, the fewer people involved in the management of the school and often the director is at his own discretion.

The monitored work activities with the time devoted to it include:
- administrative tasks and meetings,
- school management activities and meetings,
- activities and consultations aimed at the school curriculum and teaching,
- dealing with pupils,
- dealing with legal representatives,
- dealing with a local community of people or representatives of business or industry from the community.

The results of the international survey TALIS 2018 are not yet known, however, at the end of the winter semester of the academic year 2018/2019 the authors conducted a research survey of 90 students of the 1st and 2nd year (47 + 43) of the study program management practices, which students must complete during each semester at schools cooperating with the department (the so-called departmental schools). In the given semester, the practice focused on analysing the work activities of the school director that the students met in managerial practice. The survey took the form of 30 semi-structured interviews and a questionnaire survey with 15 open questions and 5 for the identification of respondents.

On the basis of the research it was found out that practical preparation of students of the School Management study program in the form of managerial practices at departmental schools is a beneficial and important part of the study. Students' knowledge gained in the winter semester of the academic year 2018/2019 in the practical part of the study reflects its theoretical part, and departmental schools allow students to become acquainted with selected activities of the school director in an authentic school environment.

**Table 1 Students opinions on school director responsibilities - Obtained results of practice evaluation by students:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Students opinions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>creation of strategic documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>educational and educational activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recruiting and motivating employees to implement strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prioritization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solving tasks according to the current situation and importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>preparation for educational meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distribution of tasks and deadlines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setting the school budget</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set up how information and documents are shared with other colleagues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>representing the school in negotiations with legal guardians, social partners, founder, authorities, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>delegating work to other employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ensuring the operation of the school from an economic point of view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ensuring sufficient qualified teaching staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ensuring the adaptation of new employees (creation of a manual)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The research survey among students showed that due to many duties, which are not even defined in the scope of work, directors are burdened to such a degree that they often do not have time for compulsory direct pedagogical activity which they have as one of their work activities given by legislation to represent colleagues. The worst situation is in small schools where there is no one to whom to delegate selected work activities.

4 Conclusion

Unlike companies that often have a different manager for each area of their activity, the school director is often alone and has to deal with many unexpected situations. The school director performs functions as a teacher, employer, economist, lawyer, psychologist, human resources officer and is responsible for the smooth running of the school, which consists mainly in ensuring the teaching and education in terms of personnel and content. They must manage and lead people, communicate, decide on the use of funds, seek additional financial resources, evaluate and reward employees and, last but not least, carry out direct educational activities.

In accordance with legal regulations, the school director performs the following work activities:

- direct teaching activities,
- comprehensive educational and educational activities,
- creation of concepts,
- comprehensive educational activities in the system of further education of pedagogical staff,
- development of a concept for the development of school educational programs,
- making decisions on all matters relating to the provision of education and school services,
- responsibility for the use of state budget funds.

In addition, the following activities of the school director are monitored in the Czech Republic in the framework of international surveys:

Source: Author results

| Appointment of deputy directors and other authorized persons |
| Quality control of work (observation) and observance of work obligations |
| Responsibility for the implementation of educational programs |
| Review of pedagogical documentation |
| Searching for financial resources beyond the state budget and the budget set by the founder (grants, projects, sponsorship) |
| Ensuring the publicity of the school |
| Communication with legal representatives, employees, social partners, founder |
| Leadership |
| Studying legislation |
| Operative solution of the problem |
| Creation of a system of evaluation and remuneration of employees |
| Setting up a training plan for each employee (career development plan) |
| Keeping school documentation |
| Decision-making in the admission procedure |
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In the research of the author, the students of the School Management study program tend to work that is mainly related to ensuring the proper operation of the school.

- educational and educational activities,
- ensuring sufficient qualified teaching staff,
- ensuring the school’s economic operation (budget),
- seeking additional financial resources beyond the budget (grants, projects, sponsorship),
- ensuring the capacity of the school,
- ensuring the publicity of the school,
- delegating work activities to other employees, if possible,
- solving tasks according to the current situation and importance,
- representing the school in negotiations with legal guardians, social partners, founder, authorities, etc.,
- quality control of work (observation) and observance of work duties.

Of course, the school director can delegate selected work activities to other staff, but he will always be responsible. In small schools, however, there is often no one to delegate to. Unfortunately, the high level of school autonomy in the Czech Republic is often a problem for school directors, because in practice there are often conflicts with legal regulations that do not correspond to the real situation in education. On the other hand, the school director is often affected by the school director to a high degree of competence. One of the students’ knowledge of managerial practices tied to the number of female directors in primary education in the Czech Republic was that they do not recommend that women with young children exercise managerial positions, function manageable.

For further research, the author will focus on monitoring the work activities of school directors in the Czech Republic.
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